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Abstract
While brand-run accounts of Twitter have attracted many a meme for their hit-
and-miss attempts at relatable humor, on Instagram one type of brand account is 
quietly thriving: the Netflix Original series Instagram account. This paper studies 
brand personification on social media at a niche angle. By analyzing posts from three 
popular Netflix Original series Instagram accounts, we found that each account co-
ops fan practices and enacts its own specific fannish persona. This paper reports 
on how and why Netflix enacts a fannish persona on its Original series Instagram 
accounts, to locate the personified Instagram account within the context of social 
media communication strategies. As the original advertisers of Instagram, there is 
established research on influencers which investigates the implications of people 
turning themselves into brands. What may call for more research in the future is 
the opposite: what are the consequences of brands turning themselves into people?
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Introduction

On the first of October 2021, the official Instagram account for Netflix Original series 
The Umbrella Academy (@UmbrellaAcad on Instagram) surprised its (then) 3.3 mil-
lion followers by removing all posts from its account. Subsequently, a vaguely threat-
ening video message was posted to the now empty page that was supposedly “from” a 
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new account, “The Sparrow Academy” (@TheSparrowAcad_ on Instagram). The 
implication for fans was that the appearance of @TheSparrowAcad_ had something to 
do with the disappearance of content from @UmbrellaAcad, and that something sinis-
ter was afoot. This seemed to be affirmed later when the two accounts could be seen 
bickering with each other in the comments section (@UmbrellaAcad 2020e). The 
mass deletion of social media content for the purposes of publicity is not atypical for 
an influencer or celebrity. However, Netflix’s choice to use this tactic is curious for 
two reasons.

Firstly, although the first of October is a significant day in the world of the series, 
this activity occurred outside of a pre-season promotional period; a release date for the 
next season of The Umbrella Academy had yet to be announced at the time and there 
would be no new activity in the months that followed. Secondly, The Umbrella 
Academy’s official Twitter and Facebook pages did not delete any content. The stunt 
played out exclusively on Instagram. This speaks to the importance of Instagram to 
Netflix’s wider communication strategy. Netflix makes a significant investment in 
Instagram, where it has accounts for its various regions (e.g., @NetflixUK and @
NetflixANZ) and genres (e.g., @NetflixIsAJoke for comedies and @NetflixFood for 
cooking shows), as well as dedicated accounts for individual Netflix Original series, 
several of which, like @UmbrellaAcad, have millions of followers each. It is this type 
of account that this paper examines. Our interest in this topic began with a tacit obser-
vation; that Netflix-run Instagram accounts were posting in the first-person singular 
(i.e., captions were phrased with “me,” “I,” and “my”) which effectively positioned 
such accounts as individuals. Additionally, even a cursory glance at popular Netflix 
Original Instagram accounts revealed the use of fannish slang, and the sharing of fan 
art. These are practices that Willard observed in their study of MTV’s use of Tumblr, 
and characterized as a co-option of fan culture by the media company (@UmbrellaAcad 
2020e). This led to the formation of our research question: “How and why does Netflix 
enact a fannish persona on its Original series Instagram accounts?.” We will explore 
this through an analysis of three of the most-followed Netflix Original Instagram 
accounts of 2020, those being the accounts for The Umbrella Academy (2019-ongo-
ing), Sex Education (2019-ongoing), and Outer Banks (2020-ongoing).

We approach our research question by qualitatively analyzing posts from the three 
accounts and coding for fan practices, visual style and voicing style in order to make 
visible the enactment of specific personas on these accounts. In this context, a “per-
sona” refers to “a projection and a performance of individuality” (Moore et al. 2019, 
12), which is constructed purposefully and performed to an audience (Moore et al. 
2019, 21). Online, a fannish persona can be understood as one which enacts the norms 
of communication in fan communities and participates in fan practices (@
UmbrellaAcad 2020e). The personification of brands on social media has been 
observed and investigated on Twitter (Greene et al. 2022; Lin and Peña 2011) and 
Facebook (Chen et al. 2015), however studies of this practice on Instagram are less 
common.

This paper opens with some background information on Netflix Original series, a 
brief discussion of promotional cultures on Instagram, and an overview of fan 
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practices online. We draw on scholarship from influencer studies, fandom studies, and 
media studies to locate the personified Instagram account within the context of social 
media communication strategies, including the trend of brands adopting a “human” 
voice to communicate on social media. We then turn to a discussion of our research 
methodology and present the results of our analysis of the chosen Instagram accounts. 
Specifically, we detail how the voicing styles, visual styles, and the enacting of fan 
practices contribute to the construction of fannish personas on these Instagram 
accounts.

Situating the Study

The Netflix Original Series

A Netflix Original is commonly understood to be a film or series that was created by 
Netflix, however there are some variations on how the term is used. This paper uses 
the term to refer to only those series that were produced for and distributed by Netflix 
exclusively. This type of series has seen an increasing level of investment from Netflix 
since the launch of its first Original series, House of Cards in 2013, which marked the 
introduction of a new mode of content distribution with the simultaneous release of all 
thirteen episodes (Chinen Biesen 2016). The simultaneous release remains the typical 
mode of release for Netflix Originals. Perhaps consequently, Netflix is often the sub-
ject of research on binge-watching practices (Simatzkin-Ohana and Frosh 2020), 
which can be understood as watching three or more episodes of a series at a time 
(McCormick 2016, 101).

Binge-watching practices, taken with the on-demand nature of Netflix, have impli-
cations for Netflix fans and their behavior on social media. It has been found that 
binge-watching television series increases viewer empathy toward the characters, as 
well as increasing viewer investment in the events of the series (Simatzkin-Ohana and 
Frosh 2020). Viewers’ affinity toward a series has been shown to predict their likeli-
hood of posting about the series on social media (Guo and Chan-Olmsted 2015). By 
facilitating binge-watching, Netflix arguably encourages a high level of viewer 
engagement with their series, which suggests that its Original series are poised to cul-
tivate a certain level of dedication from audiences. This makes sense when one consid-
ers that Netflix Originals often have a lengthy hiatus between seasons, and Netflix 
would have a vested interest in maintaining viewer investment (and subscriptions) 
during that time.

Apart from differences in distribution and consumption, there are also differences 
in the reception of series on streaming services as opposed to broadcast television. 
Historically, television has rarely been attributed the same cultural prestige as other 
narrative art forms such as literature (Hidalgo-Marí et al. 2022). However, series 
hosted on over-the-top services such as Netflix Originals are often “invested with 
more cultural acclaim than traditionally afforded to television texts” (Jenner 2017, 2) 
by virtue of their presence on a paid service. Some scholars have observed an increase 
in quality television predating streaming services, due mainly to technological 
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advances. However, it is also noted that services such as Netflix do not face the same 
pressures to draw a series out over many years, exhausting every narrative possibility, 
as is often the case with broadcast television (Hidalgo-Marí et al. 2022). As well as 
subscription fees, access to Netflix is predicated on consumers living in an area with 
sufficient access to broadband internet. This means, particularly in regions without 
robust internet connectivity, Netflix’s primary audience are those who have “the cul-
tural capital, linked to a certain sense of taste, to get access to it and enjoy it” (Stein 
2015, 235). These factors contribute to a trend wherein media such as Netflix Originals 
are often “not constructed as low-brow television, but akin to high-brow literature” 
(Jenner 2017, 16). If Netflix Originals are considered to have cultural value, then by 
extension the act of watching, and even of being a fan, may be afforded more legiti-
macy than previously attributed to television fandom. While media fandom is stereo-
typically associated with obsession and emotional excess, an affinity for high culture 
objects is understood to be the rational and worthy pursuit of the “aficionado” (Jenson 
1992). It follows that if a Netflix Original is elevated in status and marked out as a 
quality cultural object, then those who consume these series are affirmed in their view-
ing practices. If this is the case, a fan of a Netflix Original series does not binge-watch 
mindlessly, but rather purposefully sets aside time to view a quality text with cultural 
value.

Promotional Cultures on Instagram

Media fandoms have not been widely studied with regards to Instagram specifically, 
although it is clear that the platform is significant to Netflix’s promotion of their 
Original series. As a visual platform Instagram is an obvious choice for media compa-
nies to promote their offerings. Other social media sites such as Tumblr are similarly 
visual and are rich sites of study for media fandom. However, Tumblr does not lend 
itself as well to promotion (McCracken 2017) as it lacks the influencer culture and 
associated cultures of promotion that are observable on Instagram. Twitter is used 
commonly by brands and is also home to active fandoms, however it lacks the visual 
focus of Instagram. Additionally, in identifying the accounts to be studied, which will 
be expanded upon in the Methods section, it was found that whilst having official 
Instagram accounts was the norm across the board for Netflix Original series, addi-
tional social presences were less consistent. For example, Netflix Original Bridgerton 
(2020-ongoing) had a presence on Instagram and Twitter but not Facebook, while 
Emily in Paris (2020-ongoing) had Instagram and Facebook but not Twitter. For the 
three chosen accounts, The Umbrella Academy had an official presence on Facebook, 
Twitter and Instagram while Outer Banks and Sex Education had Twitter and Instagram 
only. This suggests that Instagram is the platform that Netflix considers most essential 
when it comes to building a social media presence for its Original series.

Instagram’s large user base allows for recognizable visual trends to emerge in 
images posted to the platform, which results in certain image styles becoming visual 
templates (Leaver et al. 2020). Similarly, through their posting practices, brands on 
Instagram may develop their own “visual brand vernacular” (Caliandro and Anselmi 
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2021, 10) by posting content with a consistent style. Research shows that brands’ 
visual vernacular is often mimicked, intentionally or otherwise, by individuals in their 
own posts on Instagram (Caliandro and Anselmi 2021). This suggests that while 
everyday users are known to imitate celebrity practices on Instagram (Marwick 2015), 
branded content may also inform the posting practices of individuals. As well as 
branded content influencing the look of individuals’ posts, the opposite has also been 
found: brands normatively imitate the visual style of individuals on Instagram. This 
has been referred to as brands co-opting a “user-generated aesthetic” (Shifman 2014, 
1), or as employing a “snap-shot aesthetic” (Colliander and Marder 2018, 7), that is, a 
style of photo that could have feasibly been produced by an amateur. This practice can 
be understood as a form of “calibrated amateurism,” originally defined within influ-
encer studies as a “contrived authenticity that portrays the raw aesthetic of an amateur, 
whether or not they really are amateurs by status or practice” (Abidin 2017, 1). These 
findings taken together suggest the existence of a cycle of mimicry on Instagram. The 
individual users copy brands whilst the brand accounts copy individuals, with both 
parties striving to appear simultaneously esthetic and authentic.

To understand what brand-run Instagram accounts may gain by copying the norms 
of individuals on the platform, it is useful to consider the concept of relational labor 
(Baym 2015). Building on earlier concepts including “emotional labour” (Hochschild 
1983), communications and new media scholar Nancy Baym found that by using 
social media to connect with fans, musicians could foster “economically valuable feel-
ings” (Baym 2015, 19) in their audience, forming relationships that held economic 
value. Baym (2015) defines this practice as “Relational labour”; the work of cultivat-
ing feelings within an audience that ultimately result in financial gain. On Instagram, 
this practice is observable particularly with regards to influencers, who rely on the 
formation of relationships with their audience in order to generate income (Abidin 
2016). However, this paper posits that relational labor could also be performed by 
brands that maintain a consistent persona on social media, such as those studied in this 
paper.

Research on how fans relate to mediated personas over social media, often tie in 
with research on parasocial relationships (PSR). Social media sites have been described 
as “the perfect platforms for promoting parasocial relationships” (Chung and Cho 
2017, 4). Studies of PSR on social media often look at mediated personas such as 
celebrities (Click et al. 2013), influencers (Jin et al. 2021), or fictional characters 
(Rosaen and Dibble 2016) and the imaginary relationships that their audiences can 
form with them. However, it is also possible for people to form PSR with commercial 
websites (Hoerner 1999) and with brands over social media, particularly if the brand’s 
social media persona gives the impression that it is actively listening and responding 
to consumers (Labrecque 2014).

The Choice of Voice on Social Media

Brands’ attempts to personify themselves can be traced back to the dawn of the factory, 
as corporate mascots on products such as cereal boxes took the place of neighborhood 
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shopkeepers to humanize the relationship between the product and the consumer. By 
the 1980s factories were increasingly outsourced from the company’s country of ori-
gin, and with many companies no longer technically making the products they were 
selling, there was a shift in priorities for some brands toward marketing over manufac-
turing and images over products (Klein 2000, 76–123).

Toward the end of the twentieth century, increased regulation, audience fragmenta-
tion, and technological innovations such as time-delayed viewing of television meant 
that consumers were increasingly difficult to reach with mass media advertising (@
UmbrellaAcad 2021). By the 2010s many brands had followed their target audiences 
on to social media platforms. Perhaps reflecting a perceived need for brand communi-
cation to become more subtle, a so-called “human” voice was the recommended 
approach for brands communicating on social media (Barcelos et al. 2018). This 
human voice was described as a “natural” and “close” style of communication, as 
opposed to corporate voice, “the more distant and formal style traditionally used by 
companies” (Barcelos et al. 2018, 61).

For brands on social media, a human voice may be employed to foster relatability. 
Media studies scholar Akane Kanai situates relatability as a branding practice that 
necessitates consistent labor to maintain. Developing relatability “requires formulat-
ing the self through the lens of general experience, situating the self as effectively 
representative of others” (Kanai 2019b, 125). Within influencer studies, relatability 
has been situated as a labor practice, as “the embodied and intentionally unseen work 
required to make a practice seem natural or effortless” (Abidin 2018). This also 
becomes relevant when analyzing the performance of feelings that can be observed on 
some brand-run Instagram accounts, which will be expanded on in the Findings 
section.

Fan Practices on Social Media

To investigate how Netflix is enacting a fannish persona on Instagram, our analysis is 
informed by earlier studies of fannish practices. In his book, Textual Poachers: 
Television Fans and Participatory Culture (1992), Henry Jenkins introduces cultural 
production as a key dimension of fandom. The cultural production that Jenkins writes 
of is the idea that fans create and contribute to a “contemporary folk culture” (Jenkins 
1992, 285) by appropriating a primary text to create something new, for example, fan 
art or fan fiction. On Instagram, the “cultural production” of fandom (Jenkins 1992) is 
particularly visible: it is common to see fans posting fan-made content such as video 
edits, fan art and memes based on a variety of media texts.

The voicing style of fans on social media is typically emotive and earnest. In 
Millennial Fandom: Television Audiences in the Transmedia Age, fan studies scholar 
Stein (2015) writes that online fandom can be understood as a “feels culture,” that is, 
a context wherein “emotions remain intimate but are no longer necessarily private; 
rather, they build a sense of an intimate collective” (p. 156). Similarly, Kanai, in her 
extensive work in the field of digital self-representation, offers the concept of “feeling 
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rules” which are unwritten rules that shape modes of expression online within particu-
lar communities, ensuring the “right” feeling is expressed in the right way, in the right 
context (Kanai 2019a). Additionally, many online communities, including online fan-
doms, have specific slang that separate outsiders from those in the community (Miltner 
2014). Fandom-specific slang has been observed within fandoms on Tumblr and 
Twitter (Snider 2016), however literature pertaining to Instagram is less common.

Fan practices including the use of specific slang words, the sharing of emotions and 
the posting of fan-made content may be co-opted by brands in order to enact a fannish 
persona on social media. This type of co-option was observed by fan studies scholar 
Leslie Willard, during her research on the official Tumblr account for MTV’s teen 
drama series Teen Wolf (2011–2017). By observing their use of Tumblr over four 
years, Willard (2017) chronicled Teen Wolf’s promotional team’s development of a 
“fannish persona” which helped it to engage with the fandom on Tumblr more effec-
tively (para. 7). Willard notes that after a few years on the platform, the Teen Wolf 
Tumblr was able to mimic the fandom’s voicing style, which Willard (2017) described 
as using fannish slang and an informal, emotive voice (para. 7.4). In recent years, 
some research has been conducted on media companies and their use of personifica-
tion tactics on Instagram (Martín-Quevedo et al. 2019). However, at the time of writ-
ing there is not any existing research that investigates Willard’s concept of the 
brand-run fannish persona on Instagram. For this study, the researchers drew on 
Willard’s findings and previously established concepts relating to fannish behavior to 
qualitatively analyze the selected Netflix Original series Instagram accounts.

Methods

To begin data collection, every English language Netflix Original which released a 
new season in 2020 (this being the most recent full year of data at the time) was inves-
tigated for an official, Netflix-run Instagram account, and the most-followed accounts 
were short-listed. Official Netflix-run accounts are identifiable by their blue tick of 
verification. Occasionally, an Original series was identified which had an additional 
official Instagram account in a language other than English, however for this study 
only the English language Instagram accounts were considered. Of the short-list of 
eight, the top most-followed account, that for 13 Reasons Why (2017–2020), was 
excluded, as that series had concluded and the account was no longer actively posting 
at the time of study. The next three most-followed accounts were selected for analysis. 
These were the accounts for US teen drama Outer Banks (@obx on Instagram), US 
sci-fi/action series The Umbrella Academy (@UmbrellaAcad on Instagram), and UK 
teen comedy/drama Sex Education (@SexEducation on Instagram). The researchers 
chose to study the most followed, actively posting accounts with a view to understand-
ing the strategies at play on the most popular accounts, that is, the strategies that are 
arguably proving effective for Netflix.

The data set analyzed consisted of ninety days’ worth of posts from each account, 
following the release of each series’ most recent season. The weeks following the 
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release of a new season were the accounts’ most active posting periods, with posts 
being made up to five times a day during this time. Drawing posts from these periods 
offered a comparable volume of data to other studies that have looked at brand com-
munication tactics on social media (Greene et al. 2022; Martín-Quevedo et al. 2019). 
Each series released its 2020 season in a different month. This resulted in the follow-
ing data being collected: for @UmbrellaAcad, posts were collected from 31 July 2020 
to 29 October 2020, n = 130; for @obx, posts were collected from 15 April to 14 July 
2020, n = 101; and for @SexEducation, posts were collected from 17 January 2020 to 
16 April 2020, n = 120. Posts were drawn from the posts tab of each Instagram account 
which is the grid immediately visible when an Instagram account is first navigated 
onto. Posts in this section can be either videos up to one minute in length or still 
images, up to 10 in each post. A post can also include a mix of images and short videos. 
Longer videos created through the IGTV function or the Reels function can also be 
posted to this section of an Instagram profile. If such videos appeared in the data col-
lection period, they were included in the analysis.

The data collection process was conducted between 4 May 2021 and 6 June 2021. 
Each post in the data collection periods was reviewed, and data (including the date, 
URL and caption) was manually input into a spreadsheet. Next, the posts were coded 
with regards to visual content, caption content, and voicing style. This method was 
chosen to address the “how” of the research question, by making visible what the 
accounts normatively posted we aim to show how the accounts enact a fannish per-
sona. So that the Instagram content could be properly contextualized, each series was 
watched in its entirety by the researchers before beginning coding, and series were 
referred back to where necessary during the coding process.

Visual Content

The visual content of the posts were first divided by their form (image or video). 
Coding was conducted iteratively. For images, eight codes emerged; actors (on set), 
actors (off set), promotional, diegetic, meme, extra content, text based and fan art. 
Images or videos that were taken directly from the fictional worlds of the series as they 
appeared on Netflix were coded as diegetic. Episodes were frequently revisited to 
check if an image was drawn directly from the series or not. Memes were in most cases 
recognizable due to adherence to common forms, following Shifman’s definition of 
memes as: “a group of digital items that: (a) share common characteristics of content, 
form, and/or stance; (b) are created with awareness of each other; and (c) are circu-
lated, imitated, and transformed via the internet by multiple users’” (@SexEducation 
2020f, 7). Extra content were images that were recognizable as scenes from the series, 
however did not exactly match the shot as it appeared in the series. This will be 
explored in more detail in the Findings section. For video posts, eight codes emerged, 
actors (on set), actors (off set), promotional, diegetic, meme, compilation (a montage 
of clips from the series set to music) and other media (video taken from a different 
media property).
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Caption Content

Captions were analyzed for the presence of hashtags, mentions (using the @ sign to 
“tag” another Instagram user) and emojis. The use of personal pronouns was recorded 
to determine how the accounts were positioned. For first-person pronouns, both plural 
and singular were recorded to determine when the Instagram persona was positioned 
as an individual. Where the caption consisted of a direct quote from the series, per-
sonal pronouns were not recorded as they were not being used to position the account 
persona.

Voicing Style

The codes relating to voicing style fall under three groups; message orientation, post 
objective and fannish practices.

Message Orientation. Message orientation codes were based on a previous study that 
coded social media messages from brands by their apparent goals (Lin and Peña 2011). 
Using this framework the goal of a message can be either task (directing the audience 
to take action) or socioemotional (communicating to the audience without promoting 
a product or prompting an action). On a brand account, one would typically expect to 
see more task than socioemotional messages (Lin and Peña 2011). Applying these 
codes to the captions of the posts studied shows how much of Netflix’s Instagram 
communication is explicitly prompting the Instagram audience to take action, and how 
much is more akin to how a fan would post, that is, sharing thoughts and feelings.

Post Objective. Drawing from coding frameworks in previous studies (Fernández-
Gómez and Martín-Quevedo 2018; Martín-Quevedo et al. 2019), the initial codes for 
post objective were; encouraging participation, greeting, informing and prompting 
action. It was found during data collection that a large number of posts had captions 
that mainly served to comment on the visual content of the post and did not match any 
of the objectives established in the previous studies, so a code was added for “com-
mentary.” Post objective was determined primarily by looking at the caption, how-
ever the visual element of the post was also considered in instances where text 
featured prominently within it.

Fannish Practices. Codes relating to fannish practices were based on the established 
norms of fannish communication outlined in @UmbrellaAcad (2020e) and Jenkins 
(1992). These codes could apply to the visual content or the caption. Some codes were 
added iteratively, for example the researchers noted a number of references to binge-
watching practices in the data collected, and this was subsequently added as a code. 
The final codes for fannish practices were; cultural production, meme caption, in-
world references, references to other media, references to binge-watching, references 
to fan labor, fannish slang and Easter eggs.
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Findings

The results of the coding showed that the accounts studied were posting almost as 
many videos as images. The two most common image types overall were images of the 
actors on-set, but not performing (18.8%) as well as diegetic images, drawn directly 
from the series as it appears on Netflix (13.1%). This highlights Netflix’s focus on 
content from the narrative world of the series and behind-the-scenes content featuring 
the actors. The most common type of videos were diegetic (31.6%). This can be under-
stood as a promotional strategy, as videos drawn from the series offer potential view-
ers a glimpse of the story and the characters in an attempt to draw them in. Additionally, 
these diegetic videos may also provide a way for fans to relive their favorite moments 
in the lengthy gap between seasons.

The captions of the posts analyzed were coded for first, second and third-person 
pronouns. This paper, however, is primarily concerned with how the account personas 
are positioned through use of first-person pronouns, which were the most common, 
appearing in 26.2 percent of all posts. Of the posts that used first-person pronouns 
(n = 92), 56.5 percent were singular and 43.5 percent were plural, which shows that the 
Instagram personas are often positioned as individuals, but that there is more variance 
than initially anticipated. As the data was collected from one account at a time, the 
researchers were able to observe that the account for The Umbrella Academy consis-
tently positioned itself with first-person singular pronouns, Sex Education consistently 
used first-person plural, and Outer Banks used a mix of the two. Additionally, the use 
of emoji in 31.6 percent of the posts shows a casualization of the personas’ voices.

Despite the fact that these accounts logically exist for promotional purposes, the 
vast majority of messages had a socioemotional orientation (89.50%). Commentary 
was the most common post objective (77.8%). This positions the account persona as 
more like a fellow fan of the series rather than an embodiment of the company that 
made it. Fan practices were observed in 29.3 percent of all posts. The two that appeared 
the most were in-world references in the captions (11.1%) and the visual content being 
some iteration of cultural production (10.3%).

At the outset of this research, it was anticipated that an overarching fannish persona 
would be observed across all three of the selected accounts. However, as coding was 
conducted manually, and data was collected from one account at a time, it became clear 
that there were themes specific to each account that the combined results in Figure 1 do 
not make visible. We observed that rather than one consistent fannish persona enacted 
across the three accounts, each series’ Instagram displayed a unique fannish persona. 
For this reason, we now turn to discussions of each account separately and expand upon 
some of the unique strategies that were observed (see Figure 2).

The Umbrella Academy (@UmbrellaAcad)—The Emotional Fan

The official Instagram account for The Umbrella Academy published the most posts 
during the collection period (n = 130), had the highest number of followers (3.3 million 
at the time of data collection), and, our analysis revealed, enacted the persona of an 
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emotionally-invested fan. The plot of The Umbrella Academy follows a group of seven 
adopted siblings, now in their thirties, who each have superhuman powers. Throughout 
the second season they have to work together to overcome time-traveling villains who 
are trying to destroy them. It is the only speculative fiction series in this study and the 
voice of the account was similarly unique.

Figure 1. Combined results of the coding process.

Figure 2. Results showing three different personas enacted on the three accounts.
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Voicing style. The voice of @UmbrellaAcad closely mimics that of a fan. The captions 
on this account used first-person singular pronouns, serving to position its voice as an 
individual rather than a promotional team or an embodiment of the Netflix brand. The 
account regularly shared its supposed feelings and experiences in post captions, imbu-
ing the persona with emotions and a personality, as well as hinting at its life beyond 
the Instagram account. Examples of these emotive Instagram captions included;

•• @UmbrellaAcad: “my mom also says this to me. . .but she knows I’m her 
kid.” (@UmbrellaAcad 2020d)

•• @UmbrellaAcad: “this sounds like a conversation i’ve had while swiping 
through dating apps” (@UmbrellaAcad 2020c)

•• @UmbrellaAcad: “there has never been anything more “brother-sister” rela-
tionship than this. **update: @justinmin told me on twitter that this was improv 
from @emmyraver and @castanedawong so now i will never know peace**” 
(@UmbrellaAcad 2020a)

These types of captions position the Instagram audience to view the account persona 
not only as a human but also as a fellow fan, by generating a sense of relatability. 
Relatability can be employed as a branding practice (Kanai 2019b) and provides a pos-
sible explanation as to why a brand-run account would post about its (non-existent) 
mother and dating life. Relatability is also portrayed by this Instagram persona through 
relating to the characters, as in the caption of one post which reads “klaus is me enjoy-
ing literally anyone else’s drama” (@UmbrellaAcad 2020b) This post shows the 
account persona identifying with one of the characters, Klaus, who is visible in the 
background of the image (see top left in Figure 3). Through this performance of relat-
ing to Klaus the persona is imitating the norms of communication within a fannish 
feels culture (Stanfill 2019) and positioning itself as a fellow fan. However, this post 
ultimately shows the advantage that the brand has over an actual fan in posting show-
related content, as the image does not actually appear in the series. The corresponding 
scene from the series appears on Netflix slightly differently, as visible in the top right 
of Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, each of the three accounts studied had posted at least one 
image which appeared at first glance to be drawn from the series but upon closer 
inspection were extra content. These images, perhaps additional on-set photography, 
would only be accessible to Netflix, not to viewers. In the case of @UmbrellaAcad, 
the result is an account voicing style that not only imitates a fan’s, but now supersedes 
what a fan-run account could do, by virtue of its unrivaled access to the primary source 
material. Posts such as these demonstrate “calibrated amateurism” (Abidin 2017), a 
purposely constructed performance of relatability to foster feelings of intimacy and 
build rapport with the Instagram audience. Additionally, by making posts that perform 
relating to characters the account is validating and normalizing a certain level of emo-
tional attachment to the series and its characters.
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Figure 3. Extra content. Images collected from Instagram compared with corresponding 
scenes from the series. Screenshots. Instagram posts adapted from Straubhaar et al. (2019), 
@SexEducation (2020a), and @obx (2020a). Netflix screenshots adapted from Nowlan 
(2020), Nunn (2020), and Blackman (2020).
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Visual style. The visual style of @UmbrellaAcad focussed mainly on the diegetic 
world of the series. In contrast to the other accounts studied, the posts collected from 
@UmbrellaAcad do not feature any images or videos of the actors off the set, and there 
were no images from magazine shoots or other publications. This account featured the 
greatest amount of content that showed cultural production (16.8% of posts), including 
fan art, video compilations and memes (see Figure 4).

The sharing of works from fans (such as the fan art in Figure 4), and its own profes-
sionally produced imagery which mimics that of a fan (such as the video compilation 
in Figure 4), can be understood as the account affirming the fans who participate in 
cultural production. As aforementioned, Instagram produces visual templates which 
reflect a “good Instagram aesthetic” (Leaver et al. 2020, 160). Similarly, the account’s 
sharing of content such as that in Figure 4 could be providing a template for appropri-
ate or preferred ways for fans to engage with content from the series.

This account shared the most fan art of any account studied. There were nine sepa-
rate posts with between seven and ten pieces of art in each during the data collection 
period. The sharing of fan art on the account, which was always done with attribution 
and compliments toward the artists, can be read as adhering to the norms of a “gift 
economy” which is a staple of fan communities (@UmbrellaAcad 2020e). It should be 
noted, however, that fans who create fanworks or even engage with such works online 
ultimately bring disproportionate benefits to media companies. On social media plat-
forms, fans normatively produce valuable data, perform promotional labor, and are 
subject to “coercive positivity,” that is “the demand that fans produce love and only 
love” (Snider 2016, 155). The fannish persona enacted on this account, with its sup-
posed love of fan art and the show’s characters, can therefore be read as templating a 
preferred way for fans to engage with the series on Instagram. By fostering an emo-
tional connection, and encouraging fan cultural production, this account forges a rela-
tionship with its audience that is ultimately tied to economic gain, in line with relational 
labor (Baym 2015, 2018). By adopting the voicing and visual style of a fan, @

Figure 4. Examples of cultural production from @UmbrellaAcad including fan art (left), 
video compilation (middle) and a meme image (right). 2020. Instagram Images. Reproduced 
from: www.instagram.com/umbrellaacad.

www.instagram.com/umbrellaacad
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UmbrellaAcad enacts an emotionally invested fannish persona to validate and encour-
age certain modes of engagement with the series within the Instagram audience.

Sex Education (@SexEducation)—The Legitimated Fan

Sex Education is a British comedy-drama centered around an ensemble cast of teenage 
characters as they navigate relationships, sex, identity and growing up. The Instagram 
account for Sex Education differed markedly from the other two accounts studied, in 
both tone and content. In contrast to the emotionally invested fan persona observed on 
@UmbrellaAcad, this account enacts a persona of an aficionado, that is, a legitimated 
fan who (supposedly) does not have a love for media but rather exhibits “  tastes and 
preferences” (Jenson 1992, 19) for high-quality cultural objects.

Voicing style. The Sex Education account did not use any fannish slang and usually 
positioned itself with first-person plural pronouns such as “our” and “we” (used in 
15% of posts compared to first-person singular being used in 3.3%). The lack of first-
person singular pronouns on this account speaks to a less individualized and less 
casual voicing style compared to the other two accounts. Additionally, this account 
was positioned outside the world of the show, as more of an objective observer of the 
series. One way this was done was by making posts that deconstructed the series to 
some extent, for example, this account used text-based posts (n = 7) to draw attention 
to the series’ writing. One such post featured an image of a plain, paper-like back-
ground with a quote from the series stylized to look as if made by typewriter;

“In ten years time, I want to live in a house full of big windows. A house large enough to 
have a kitchen and a table with four chairs, but not too roomy to feel the depth of my 
aloneness because I’ll probably be alone. - Maeve Wiley” (@SexEducation 2020c)

Aside from showcasing the writing from the series, this post is visually similar to 
“Instapoetry,” a multimodal poetry style that sees amateur poets using text-based posts 
combined with filters or imagery to self-publish poetry on Instagram (Kovalik and 
Curwood 2019). By presenting dialog from the series in this way, the writing of the 
series is likened to the literary art of poetry. The association of the series with other art 
forms was a theme on this account. Another post features poet Erin May Kelly reciting 
her poem written for and about one of the plot points in season 2 (@SexEducation 
2020b; Kelly 2020). This storyline follows the character Aimee, who is sexually 
assaulted on the bus on her way to school. These poetry-themed posts serve two func-
tions. First, by framing the series as inspiration for poetry (@SexEducation 2020b), 
and the series’ writing as akin to poetry (@SexEducation 2020c), the account associ-
ates the series with the cultural value that is often assigned to the literary arts, but less 
commonly to television. Second, by using Instagram to further highlight Aimee’s 
sexual harassment storyline the series can be framed as contributing to the discourse 
around a topical social issue.
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Visual style. The Sex Education Instagram account shared the most images from other 
publications, including six from magazines that had conducted interviews and photo-
shoots with individual actors. These images were typically captioned with an excerpt 
of the actor’s interview, wherein they spoke about their work (@SexEducation 2020d, 
2020e) for example;

“we have created unique characters but the show is still a tool - we are not there to bring 
truths, but to give support and start open conversations on sexuality” (Emma Mackey in 
@SexEducation 2020e)

In addition to generating promotional value for the actors and the series by extension, 
such posts call attention to the actors’ work as professional performers. Through these 
posts, the audience is reminded that acting is creative labor, requiring both effort and 
artistry. Using quotes from interviews with the actors combined with professional images 
from photo shoots serves to highlight the actors’ celebrity and affirms them as artists. 
Posts such as these clearly position the actors as separate from their characters and the 
world of the series. This framing stands in stark contrast to how actors are presented on 
the Outer Banks Instagram account, which will be discussed in the next section.

Like the other two accounts studied, the Sex Education account shares fan art cre-
ated by their audience. However, works of fan art shared on this account were edited 
into frames, to mimic an exhibition in an art gallery (see Figure 5). This choice seems 
to playfully suggest that the talent and labor of the fan artists is such that it deserves to 
be framed and displayed.

Aside from being complementary to the fan artists, these posts reiterate the series’ 
association with art. By extension, the fan artists, and arguably the wider audience, has the 
time and attention that they give to the series validated. By associating Sex Education 
with other, higher-culture art forms, this Instagram account enacts the persona of an “afi-
cionado” or legitimated fan (Jenson 1992). This has the effect of affirming to the audience 
that they are intelligent and discerning, that their affinity for the series is rational and 

Figure 5. Three different posts from @SexEducation showing fan art edited into frames. 
2020. Instagram post. Reproduced from: www.instagram.com/sexeducation.

www.instagram.com/sexeducation
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legitimate. The enactment of such a persona serves to validate the audience’s interest in 
the series, as well as affirming their choice to spend time and money to consume it.

Outer Banks (@OBX)—The Fannish Friend

Outer Banks is an American teen drama series which follows a group of working class 
teenagers, nicknamed “The Pogues,” as they hunt for a lost treasure in the Outer Banks 
region of North Carolina. The persona of the Outer Banks Instagram account can be 
described as a friendly fellow fan. By blurring the lines between the actors and their 
characters, the persona of this account positions itself as a friend to the audience and a 
fellow fan, to facilitate audience attachment to the actors and the characters.

Voicing style. The captions on this account moved between using first-person singular 
(14.9% of posts) and first-person plural (13.9% of posts) pronouns, which made it less 
consistent in its positioning than the other two accounts. The voice of the Outer Banks 
account is frequently the voice of the actors. The actors were observed to create Insta-
gram content on the Outer Banks account, both through live streams and Instagram 
takeovers. An Instagram takeover is a tactic commonly used by brand accounts where 
an individual is given access to the account for a limited time (Leaver et al. 2020, 105). 
In total, seven actors participated in takeovers during the data collection period (exam-
ples in @obx 2020d, 2020e, 2020f). Through takeovers of the official @obx account, 
the actors signal availability and interactivity to the Instagram audience, as they offer 
fans a glimpse into their homes and daily lives. In their study of the role of parasocial 
interaction (PSI) in consumer-brand relationships on social media, Labrecque 
(2014) found that “perceived self-disclosure fosters PSI through increasing feelings of 
intimacy and reducing feelings of uncertainty in the relationship” (p. 136). By having 
the actors participate in takeovers, the Outer Banks account facilitates the formation of 
parasocial relationships between fans and the actors. By extension, this can serve to 
increase fan investment in the characters and the series.

In addition to the takeovers, the cast also utilized Instagram’s live streaming feature 
to host live-streamed “parties” where fans could collectively “hang out” with the cast 
(@obx 2020b). In one video post which promotes an upcoming live stream, actor 
Chase Stokes introduces himself with his real first name but goes on to say that “the 
Pogues” will be taking part in the live stream, referring to the in-world name for his 
co-stars from the series (@obx 2020b). The practice of conflating actors with their 
characters was common on this account and frequently occurred on posts that pre-
sented and discussed “ships.”

A “ship” in a fandom context refers to two characters that fans would like to see 
romantically involved in the media text (Snider 2016). Actors being referred to as a 
“ship” even when not in-character was common on the Outer Banks account. For exam-
ple, one post shows mobile phone footage of two of the actors dancing together at an 
event, with the caption “convinced this ship could weather any storm” (@obx 2020c).

@obx had the greatest usage of fannish slang in the data collection period,, owing 
mainly to its use of language around shipping. This contributes to the account’s fan-
nish persona and serves the purpose of positioning the account on the same level as the 
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audience. This is done by expressing the same emotional investment in ships that is the 
norm in fannish spaces. By identifying with fans in this way, as well as by showing 
friendship and intimacy through the actors’ takeovers and live streams, this account is 
primed to engender parasocial interaction from its followers.

Visual style. Images of the actors were by far the most common visual content account-
ing for 31.7 percent of all posts, compared to images drawn from the series at just 8.9 
percent. The account shows the actors not just in their place of work, but also in their 
own homes and spending time together outside of the show. In this way, the Outer 
Banks Instagram account invites the audience to view the actors as similar to their char-
acters, suggesting that the people portraying the fictional group of friends may actually 
be friends in real life. This positions the audience to invest in the world of the show, a 
theme that was reiterated throughout the account by its aforementioned tendency to use 
character and actor names interchangeably to refer to the cast, and by referring to actors 
as “ships.” Additionally, by giving the audience a behind-the-scenes look at the actors 
and their lives outside the production of the series, the audience is invited to engage 
with them more as friends or peers, rather than as strangers or celebrities (see Figure 6).

The persona of the account, with its use of fannish slang and its portrayal of the 
supposed “real life” of the actors, can be described as a friendly fellow fan. It positions 
itself as a peer to the presumed fan audience, investing in the fictional relationships 
and affirming parasocial interaction with the mediated personas of the actor-charac-
ters. By showing the actors spending time with each other when not in the process 
of filming, they are portrayed as real friends, mirroring their respective characters. 
The audience is encouraged to view not only the account persona but the actors as 
friends to the audience. If this results in the formation of parasocial relationships 
within the audience, this would ultimately be beneficial to Netflix, as the viewer would 
be disinclined to end their Netflix subscription if losing access to the series comes to 
feel akin to losing “friends.”

Figure 6. Three different posts from @obx showing posts featuring the actors. 2020. 
Instagram post. Reproduced from: www.instagram.com/obx.

www.instagram.com/obx
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Conclusion

“You are literally Netflix’’ (Willard 2017) reads a comment on a post from the official 
Netflix Twitter account, pining for more of Netflix Original series The Chair 
(2021–ongoing). This Twitter user is not the first to comment on the fact that Netflix’s 
social media persona often sounds more like a fan of its own content than the producer 
of it (Bereznak 2019; Gallucci 2018). One could argue that the fannish personas 
deployed across Netflix’s Original series Instagram accounts are simply the latest iter-
ation of a corporate social media voice that has been trending toward the personified 
for several years. The work of Naomi Klein, which we drew on earlier to contextualize 
the humanization of early brands, was first published in 2000. In the same work, Klein 
characterizes the beginning of our modern concept of a “brand” as when companies 
started to be imbued with meaning over and above their on-paper assets. In this land-
scape, building a brand “requires an endless parade of brand extensions, continuously 
renewed imagery for marketing and, most of all, fresh new spaces to disseminate the 
brand’s idea of itself” (Klein 2000, 80). Netflix has found a fresh new space in the 
form of Instagram and, as became clear through our research, Netflix’s idea of itself is 
surprisingly varied. At the outset of this research it was anticipated that a consistent 
fannish persona would be observed across all three of the accounts studied. In reality, 
the results were much more nuanced and as much as our findings were surprising, they 
likely only scratch the surface.

Scholars have observed that in certain contexts, branded personas are embodied as 
part of a self-branding practice. For instance, in the context of reality television, con-
testants normatively embody stereotypical character types in an attempt to further their 
impact within the program they’re appearing on. However these types are created in 
the context of the show’s producers, in order to shape maximum entertainment value 
(Hearn 2008). For these Netflix-run Instagram accounts, we know little of the context 
in which the personas are created and enacted. Several facts are still unknown to us, 
including who runs these accounts, whether it’s one person or perhaps a team of peo-
ple following a very strict style guide. It is clear that the employees behind these 
accounts have unrivaled access to content from the series but it is unknown what their 
working relationship with the production team (i.e., the cast and crew) of the series is. 
There is also the question of how Netflix’s vast store of data on its user base may affect 
the decisions regarding what the social media personas for different series should be. 
A possible direction for future research would be to further investigate what context 
these Instagram personas are produced within, for which interviews with industry pro-
fessionals who have run such accounts on Instagram would be required. Additionally, 
a possible future direction would be to look at Netflix-run Instagram accounts from a 
reception studies perspective. This study did not have scope to make inferences into 
what the audiences for these accounts thought or felt about the personas being enacted, 
although the researchers tacitly observed several comments from followers expressing 
curiosity over the person behind the persona.

The fan practices, visual styles and voicing styles observed on the Instagram 
accounts studied here show how fannish personas are being deployed on some of 
Netflix’s most popular Instagram accounts. The co-opting of fan practices by brands 
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complicates the distinction between content and promotion on Instagram. Instagram 
has a history of undisclosed advertising, with often unclear lines drawn between user 
generated content and promotional content, particularly with regards to influencers. 
While there is considerable existing research on Instagram influencers, which investi-
gates the implications of people turning themselves into brands, what may call for 
further study in the future is the opposite: what are the consequences of brands turning 
themselves into people?
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